PHILADELPHIA DELAWARE VALLEY CHAPTER’S NEW EVENT IS A GREAT SUCCESS. COULD THEIR PLAN WORK AT YOUR CHAPTER?

The Manufacturing Advocacy Series has received such great reviews, it will become a regular chapter event in the region. Get the details. – p. 17

TEST DRIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

Learn more about NTMA-U and explore new training opportunities for your business. – p. 3

THE FUTURE OF OUR INDUSTRY

The NTMA’s new Emerging Leader initiative brings together some of the sharpest young professionals in the industry. Samuel B. Griffith Jr. is in the spotlight this month. – p. 6

IMTS THROUGH THEIR EYES

Two robotics students share their experience at IMTS. The future looks bright. – p. 16

MFG DAY 2016

NTMA members from across the country opened their doors to open minds to manufacturing. Take a look at what some of our members did to celebrate the day. – pp14-15
Rethink Your Workflow—Reduce Cycle Time

Machine-Ready Solutions™

Machine-Ready Blanks
Made to order from one to thousands, close tolerance and ready to load directly into your CNC machining center.

Machine-Ready Dovetail Blanks
Dovetail Blanks include a precision dovetail to match your brand and model of workholding fixture.

Machine-Ready Material Prep
Squaring, flattening and milling, including adding features and removing large amounts of material—your stock or ours.

Finish-Machined Components
Complete-to-print finish components, including processing, sub-assembly and managed inventory.

Machine-Ready is Lean-Ready

Being Machine-Ready lets you get right to the high value process of finish-machining, by eliminating material prep and other time consuming processes. Choose the Machine-Ready Solution that best supports your busy shop and start increasing throughput, now.

Call us to discuss your next production job.
800-234-5613 • www.tciprecision.com
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BRING THE KNOWLEDGE OF AN NTMA-CERTIFIED TECHNOLOGY APPRENTICE PROGRAM INTO YOUR SHOP

We invite you to see the power of NTMA-U. Created through hours of research and input from industry professionals, the NTMA offers online, top-notch classroom learning to supplement your hands-on training. The best part: you can access it from anywhere, anytime.

Offered classes include everything from Introduction to Advanced Manufacturing to Advanced Applied Math. You may purchase an entire series of 3 courses or simply a single module. NTMA-U offers flexibility for the non-traditional learner. While there is a window of time for completing the course, your employees may learn on their own timeline. Students can access assignments 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Work around schedules and family life to offer opportunities for professional advancement as you build your skilled-workforce.

In addition to apprentice training modules, NTMA-U offers mechanical aptitude tests and screening tools to assure you’ve got the right person for the job before you add them to your team.

Interested in taking it for a test drive? If you’d like to review NTMA-U, email aoverton@ntma.org for a sample registration and directions.
As we look toward the future of manufacturing, workforce development immediately comes to mind. The lack of available skilled labor is a challenge we all face. As part of the NTMA strategy, it was agreed upon that the success of our industry is highly dependent on attracting the best talent to precision manufacturing. In order to accomplish this strategy, we must hire the best talent. Traditionally, manufacturing has been a male-dominated industry. If this trend continues, we limit ourselves by dramatically reducing the talent pool. Fortunately, things are changing. We see more and more women competing in the NRL, entering trade schools and graduating with engineering degrees. In support of women entering manufacturing, NTMA became involved with Women in Manufacturing™ (WiM).

WiM is a national association dedicated to supporting, promoting and inspiring women. NTMA’s Tiffany Bryson has championed WiM since its inception and recently attended their national conference in Nashville. Below is a brief summary of the conference.

MFG REDEFINED: ANOTHER SUCCESS FOR WM’S ANNUAL WOMEN IN MANUFACTURING SUMMIT!

The 6th annual Women in Manufacturing Summit was held September 19-21 in Nashville, TN. The annual summit is geared toward women who have chosen careers in manufacturing and want to share perspectives, network, and be inspired. The event brought over 300 professional women and men from across the US with titles ranging from production to CEO.

Attendees could tour places like the Nissan Smyrna Vehicle Assembly Plant, attend topic specific roundtables and participate in Minute Mentoring. The summit included an impressive line-up of keynote speakers including Tina Magazine, Marketing Strategist and Innovator for The Goodyear Tire Rubber Company and Wamwari Waichungo, PhD, and VP of Global Scientific & Regulatory Affairs for The Coca-Cola Company.

Waichungo shared her perspective on Women in STEM and the staying power for tomorrow’s future leaders. The open and honest dialog allowed attendees to share their stories and provided a plethora of takeaways from Waichungo.

Amy Elliott, PhD, Research Scientist, and millennial at the Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory also presented. She currently focuses on binder jetting of metals and ceramics and creating new material systems for use in the binder jetting. She’s a TED Talk speaker, reality television series star on Discovery, and co-host of a web series for the Science Channel. Elliott impressed the crowd with her relaxed stage presence and immense technical knowledge of 3-D printing.

Other highlights included the Minute Mentoring Workshop which was a welcomed addition to this year’s summit. Minute Mentoring featured fast-paced mentoring sessions-- akin to speed dating-- for accomplished female leaders and rising stars. Attendees could also participate in panel discussions with industry leaders which were very informative. The summit brought together a broad range of generations sharing their perspectives, challenges and advice. Mark your calendars now for the 2017 summit, September 13-15, 2017 in Hartford, CT!

HOW IS THE NTMA SUPPORTING WOMEN IN MANUFACTURING?

NTMA’s National Account Manager, Tiffany Bryson has been a passionate champion of future and current women in the manufacturing industry. Tiffany sits on the Cleveland WiM Chapter board, joined the WiM SUMMIT Host Committee this year and facilitated ‘The Art of Negotiation’ roundtable at the event. The National Robotics League (NRL) stirred excitement with their interactive exhibit table at the summit and illustrated the importance of the program in growing our manufacturing workforce.

Are you a NTMA women of manufacturing? I invite you to share your story and perspectives. Please contact Tiffany Bryson at tbryson@ntma.org.
If there are women in your organization, congratulations! You are leading the way in efforts to attract the best talent for your workforce, our industry and the future.
EMERGING LEADER SPOTLIGHT:
SAMUEL B. GRIFFITH JR. - NATIONAL JET CO., INC.

First and Second Generation Leaders: Same Company, Same Family, Different Paths to Leadership.

By Kelly Kasner, NTMA Emerging Leaders Staff Liaison

National Jet Company of Cumberland, Maryland is the embodiment of the family owned business. The company was purchased in 1992 by Sam and Pam Griffith with no prior experience of owning a manufacturing company. Over the years, Mr. Griffith leaned on his family, team, passion and integrity to grow the business. He comes to work at the office every day handling most of the scheduling, equipment purchasing, personnel and accounting issues.

Under Griffith's leadership, National Jet Company is not just a family business; it is a family-friendly business. They celebrate employees’ personal milestones. There is a quarterly pancake breakfast where bonus checks are passed out. There is always a company Christmas party and frequently a company sponsored trip to amusement parks with entire families. It is a typical family-run business, and it’s a great place to work.

While Mr. Griffith is in no hurry to retire, it is time to start preparing for the next generation to run this business. In June 2014, National Jet Company welcomed Griffith’s son, Sam Jr. to the organization.

The younger Griffith is a 2011 graduate of the University of Maryland with a degree in mechanical engineering. He spent several years working for a firm in the Washington D.C. area, but now, the National Jet Company team is pleased to have him on board. His current capacity is Special Projects Engineer, and over time, he hopes to work with each of the departments in the shop as well as learning front office administrative functions.

For National Jet Company, it’s a win-win. The company gains from the younger Griffith’s state-of-the-art skill-set, while continuing to benefit from the elder Griffith’s experience. The father-son team works daily to improve processes and capabilities. Preparing for the next generation of leaders in micro hole manufacturing, the future looks very bright for National Jet Company.

Many people and companies still know National Jet Company as a U.S. company that specializes in making spinnerettes for the man-made fiber industry, still a big market for National Jet. They make spinnerettes for carpet fiber manufacturers, spinnerettes for artificial grass, outdoor furniture, and fishing line. In addition, National Jet makes spinnerettes for spunbond fiber, meltblown, filtration, slit film and specialty markets.

Interestingly, over the last 2 decades National Jet has also become a world leader in the manufacturing of parts for other industries. They now make nozzles for 3-D printers, ink jet printers and industrial glue dispensers. They also make parts for the solar panel industry, the medical industry, aerospace and telecommunications industries as well as parts for defense contractors.

The Griffith men recognize the value of developing authentic leadership and team building by engaging in a network of like-minded people and learning from one another. Both are active in NTMA and the NTMA Emerging Leaders network. The NTMA values National Jet's membership and appreciates the contribution both of these men make to the association and industry.

Source: najet.com/stories
GAINING TRACTION

A major tire manufacturer improves its toolpath verification processes with VERICUT
By Kip Hanson

Over one billion of them are produced each year—complex structures of rubber, chemicals, carbon black, fabric, and wire. Each contains several steel belts, dozens of plies and a thousand or more high strength fiber cords. They keep us and our families safe, yet most of us don’t give them a second thought until we are sliding on ice, hydroplaning during a rainstorm or sitting on the side of the road with a flat. For the folks at a major tire manufacturer, however, designing and manufacturing good tires is a way of life.

IN THE GROOVE

Look closely at the tires on your car. What appears at first to be a regular pattern of grooves and crosshatching is actually an intricate series of segments that vary in design and circumferential width. Depending on the tire size, manufacturer and anticipated use, there may be just a handful of these segments or dozens or more. Each segment repeats itself at known locations around the tire circumference, like the hands on a clock.

The creation and layout of these patterns is difficult, time consuming work. Each segment corresponds to a mold section that must be precisely machined to assure alignment to its adjacent mold components. The resulting toolpaths may consume gigabytes of data and take tens of hours to generate. Until a few years ago, tire companies had no easy way to verify that each toolpath was correct.

This has long been the challenge faced by the CNC programmers who have relied for years on a combination of CAD and CAM systems.

A BIG HELP

The situation became far less worrisome when the one major tire manufacturer implemented California-based CGTech’s VERICUT toolpath simulation software. The programming team mem-
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Royal Quick Grip™ CNC Collet Chucks set a new standard featuring superior design, incredible accuracy, and easy, 10-second collet changes.

Check out the Royal Quick-Grip™ Video at: colletchucks.com

1-800-645-4174
www.royalprod.com

10-SECOND COLLET CHANGES

PLUS....

Ultra-Precision Accuracy
• Chuck and collets guaranteed to 0.0002" TIR or better
• Total system accuracy guaranteed to 0.0004" TIR or better

Outstanding Grip Force
• Much greater than three-jaw chucks at high rpm
• Enables much more aggressive chip removal rates, resulting in shorter cycle times and increased throughput

Widest Gripping Range
• Full 0.062” grip range – 50% greater than the competition
• Parallel clamping collet segments remain in contact with the workpiece over their entire length for maximum holding power and accuracy
• Compensates for oversized or undersized bar stock

Most Compact Chucks in the Industry
• Ultra-compact lengths maximize z-axis capacity
• Super slim nose diameters provide outstanding tool clearance

Proudly Made in U.S.A.
Craftsmanship is essential to Okuma's highly accurate, robust CNC machining performance. That’s why we employ hand scraping to produce the tightest, most consistent tolerances in our foundation elements. And why we optimize mechanical, electronics and software systems to work as one finely-tuned, long-lasting unit. With Okuma, you’ll open enduring possibilities and endless opportunities for competitive advantages.
bers were now able to visually check for gouging and misalignment between sections, and were confident there would be no collisions once the program was sent to the shop floor. Still, it was a lengthy process.

Once the toolpaths were simulated and verified, a run sheet was automatically populated for use on the shop floor. This solution provided what was needed for several years, but any changes to the tool, toolholder or machine component, or even hardware and software version upgrades, were very time consuming to implement.

The tire company looked to further refine the process and turned to VERICUT partner, OPEN MIND Technologies USA Inc., Needham, Mass. OPEN MIND is the developer of the hyperMILL CAM solution. Managing director Alan Levine and his applications team demonstrated the programming and cutting of a tire mold segment in hyperMILL using a special application package appropriately named “the tyre module,” designed specifically for tire manufacturers.

“Many people don’t realize it, but tire manufacturing is one of the most challenging from a programming perspective,” notes Levine. “There are car tires and truck tires and racing tires and everyone does things a little differently, but they all have this variable pattern running around the circumference of the tire. So you have these huge molds with multiple unique segments. You don’t want to program all of that as a single CAM file because it would take endless amounts of computer memory, processing time, and so on. Instead, we program them as ‘pitches,’ and have created logic to manage the timing and spacing of the pitches as they travel around the mold.”

ROUND THE CLOCK

Levine explains that the transition between each mold section is automatically checked for interference and linked according to a “tire clock” that determines the harmonics—i.e. road noise—and other operational dynamics such as traction, load bearing capacity, braking distance and so on of each tire model.

How did all this work with VERICUT? Levine says the answer is simple. “We make good tool paths and our customers want to check them. Sometimes that can be done in hyperMILL, but if you need to check interference against accurately modeled machine tool components, oddly-sized fixtures, that sort of thing, VERICUT makes a lot of sense.”

ROLLING IT UP

OPEN MIND applications engineer Alan Zielinski, who worked with company employees during the hyperMILL implementation, adds another point. “Our software does a great job of tying it all together and posting the correct toolpaths, but VERICUT simulates the actual G-code that the machine reads. This is an important feature to this tire manufacturer.”

The tire company is now able to launch a VERICUT project file—which contains tool, stock, fixture and design geometry directly from the hyperMILL CAM system. Additionally, they firmly believe it is always best to verify a post-processed toolpath, and the partnership between OPEN MIND and CGTech has given them an integrated toolpath verification solution. This capability has provided a substantial benefit to this tire manufacturer.
GROOVING, CUT-OFF, AND MULTI-DIRECTIONAL TURNING MADE...

Beyond Evolution is the new single-sided grooving and cut-off tool that also performs multi-directional turning.

CALL 1-844-314-1977

kennametal.com/BeyondEvolution
TOYOTA RACING DEVELOPMENT PUTS THE ‘AUTO’ IN AUTOMATION

By Kip Hanson, content provided by GF Machining Solutions

Obsolescence in auto racing is wasteful and costly, so the faster Toyota Racing Development (TRD) USA Inc. can manufacture, the less chance its highly engineered race engine components will become obsolete. GF Machining Solutions helps boost TRD’s production speed and puts the shop in a prime position for future increases in demand.

Speed in part production provides the race engine builder’s engineering group more time to develop and test new and improved components and ultimately achieve higher performance on the track. This need for speed drove TRD to completely rebuild its Costa Mesa, California, manufacturing facility and incorporate a highly advanced, fully automated machining cell. The cell also gives TRD part processing flexibility, consistency and precision as well as increasing overall output.

For flexibility, TRD’s Automation allows it to pull a machine “offline” from the cell as needed and use it independently for regular production tasks such as part development or simply to run occasional parts requiring manual loading.

HIGHER PRECISION, GREATER OUTPUT.

According to TRD Group Vice President of Operations Greg Ozmai, the main manufacturing benefit of the cell is that it has increased the level of component precision and output capacity—including greater light-out production—to provide maximum time for component engineering.

TRD’s primary focus is on race engines for Toyota’s NASCAR Sprint Cup Series program. Toyota, TRD and team partner Joe Gibbs Racing won the 2015 NASCAR Sprint Cup Series Championship with driver Kyle Busch and the 2016 Daytona 500 with driver Denny Hamlin. TRD’s headquarters in Costa Mesa, California, encompasses two buildings and employs over 200 people.

For the 2016 NASCAR Sprint Cup Series, TRD supplies engines to five Toyota Racing Camrys, manufacturing all the core components of its engines. And, with the recent addition of high-speed, high-precision GF Machining Solutions Mikron Mill machining centers and System 3R Automation, TRD’s manufacturing is positioned to meet future increases in demand.

“We have the ability to produce over 400 racing engines per year,” said Ozmai. “That production includes engines for race and team test events, as well as those for internal TRD research and development. The dynamic development environment paired with a 40-hour-plus week schedule create an ever-changing demand for precision manufactured components in the shortest possible lead time. The added flexibility and precision of the Mikron Mill machining centers within a new automated manufacturing cell allows us to keep pace in such a dynamic manufacturing environment.”

Within TRD’s automated manufacturing cell, one rail-guided robot works from 100 open pallet positions to serve seven full five-axis Mikron Milling machines: six HPM 800U HDs and the HPM 1350U.

STAYING AHEAD OF COMPETITORS

The high-performance Mikron HPM 450U processes TRD’s smaller engine components. With a rotary/tilt table, providing unencumbered, interference-free machining, it is well suited for universal, automated production. On the Mikron HPM 800U HD (High Dynamics) high performance machining centers which deliver 1g acceleration rates, TRD mills mostly engine cylinder heads. For heavy-duty machining of its cylinder blocks, TRD is in the final stages of qualifying the Mikron HPM 1350U with 1,100 mm (43.30 in.) diameter rotary table and a load capacity of up to 1,500 kg (3,306.9 lbs).

Part machining cycle times at TRD can range from a few minutes to as long as 15 hours. Average part sizes run between 25.4 mm (1.00 in.) and up around 508 mm (20 in.) in any one dimension, with tolerances as tight as 5 microns or less. Many parts require full simultaneous five-axis machining of contoured surfaces; for others, five-axis motion simply provides better part accessibility and fixturing for faster and more accurate production.

Today, with GF Machining Solutions’ machining centers and Automation, TRD is much more productive with the same amount of capital equipment.

“The Automation and five-axis machining, we have gained the flexibility and confidence—due to the accuracy and performance consistency of the Mikron Mills—to now produce any one of our parts on any one of our machines without skipping a beat,” Ozmai said. “With the advanced machine tool technology and exceptional support from GF Machining Solutions, we are well on our way in achieving a level of production to stay ahead of the competition.”

Kip Hanson is a freelance writer and manufacturing consultant based in Tuscon, Ariz. with more than 35 years experience in manufacturing, management and IT.
When BattleBots first aired on television, it was simply about entertainment. The show featured homemade remote controlled robots squaring off in a competitive arena. As the show developed a strong fan base, high school students wanted to get in on this robotic action. The owners of BattleBots established the Bots IQ program hoping to re-engineer education by bringing STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) to life. Since then, the National Robotics League (NRL) has stepped in to take over this innovative program by creating curricular resources and helping to establish new programs in regions across the country.

For the past 15 years, students in Kirk Marshall’s Robotic Design class have been building some of the country’s most innovative and best engineered robots in the NRL. Marshall discovered when students get excited about building combative robots, they actually take their education into their own hands. Students learn advanced hands-on design skills in SolidWorks, Mastercam programing and innovative CNC machining techniques that they can use to manufacture their robots while hoping to gain an advantage over their opponents.

Marshall said, “I like to think of this robotic engineering program as athletics for the mind.”

Student teams collaborate, practice and work together to design and manufacture robots with both offensive and defensive capabilities necessary to beat their opponents in the arena. For a robotic team to reign as champions, they need to work together managing their time, materials resources and money. Marshall’s students leave his class with valuable life skills that have served them well after graduation.

However, this exciting educational course is not isolated to Marshall’s classroom, he has been instrumental in bringing this “Smart Sport” to life. As Pennsylvania’s
first school to implement this robotic curriculum, he has helped the NTMA bring this program to over 100 schools in the western part of the state. Marshall is now focusing his attention to bring the National Robotics League opportunities to Central and Eastern PA.

In 2013, with financial assistance from the Alcoa Foundation and a material donation from Beyer Material Science, Kirk Marshall and his students were able to design and manufacture their own robotic arena. They hosted their first Rage-in-the-Cage Tournament that included over 50 students. This spring, they are expecting to bring at least five new schools into their regional program now numbering close to 150 student participants. This grass roots effort is bringing new excitement to central PA and changing the way engineering education is being taught. With support from local NTMA members, Marshall hopes he can capture the interest of schools in the eastern part of the state. He is on a mission to help students make educated career decisions which will directly affect the skill set of future manufacturing employees.

---

**The most repeatable benchtop tool presetter and we’ll prove it.**

The construction characteristics of the Speroni MAGIS make it the most robust, accurate and repeatable benchtop model on the market. Gauge R & R tests prove the precision during length measurements, but even more impressively in diameter. Don’t believe us? Test the Speroni MAGIS in your shop to see the proof.

Visit BIGKAISER.com/TestUs to request your Speroni MAGIS no-risk trial today.
A DAY TO OPEN DOORS AND OPEN MINDS

Manufacturing Day 2016

From Brownsville, Texas to Anchorage Alaska and from San Francisco, Calif. to Maple, N.C., American manufacturers hosted 2,585 Manufacturing Day events this year. They opened their doors to open minds about the importance of manufacturing in this country now and in the future. Many guests were young people and students on the brink of making career choices that could place them decidedly in our industry workforce. Don’t be fooled. While students saw the newest and most exciting technology that manufacturers had to offer, this wasn’t a dog-and-pony show. This was a massive workforce development event, and as reported by our participating NTMA companies, it was—by all accounts—a success. Here’s a sampling of member events from across the nation.

Axxis Corp
Perris, CA
Contributed by Brian Grigson

We utilized the information that was provided at www.nist.gov and passed that along to the youth. I focused primarily on the “Facts About Manufacturing,” “What Manufacturing Really Looks Like” and “Manufacturing in America” (three really great slides). I had EXCELLENT response, questions and feedback from the students as well as the teachers. After that we took a detailed shop tour and I had arranged for our Makino A61NX machine to be ready so each student could run their own part from start to finish (loading, unloading pushing the button). I got the best and strongest reaction from this. All the kids had their phones out taking videos, posing for pictures with their part that they made and then spreading the word about MFG Day all over their social media!!

Great Event and a Great Day. We couldn’t be more proud to participate.

M&S Centerless Grinding
Hatboro, PA
Contributed by Sue Colran

M&S Centerless Grinding celebrated Manufacturing Day 2016 by hosting 61 students from Hatboro Horsham and Norristown Area School Districts located in Montgomery County, PA. The students received a tour through our facility and had the opportunity to speak with John Shegda; president, and Michelle Martin; operations director about how M&S runs as a company based on our values and the role each of our employees play in our success. Family members, customers and government officials also visited throughout the day. We feel so fortunate to have a day set aside annually to celebrate our industry.

Students from Val Verde HS tour Axxis Corp.

A member of the M&S team offers insight to visiting students

THE NATIONAL TOOLING & MACHINING ASSOCIATION — WWW.NTMA.ORG
Kicking off Manufacturing Week, JD Machine hosted a well-received open house on Monday, October 3. The company invited area junior high students to visit their operation.

Flohr Machine in Barberton welcomed students to visit on October 7, 2016. More than 100 students from multiple school districts visited the company to learn about manufacturing.

On October 5, New Century Careers, a southwestern Pennsylvania training and workforce development non-profit, invited the public to visit their Training Innovation Center. Approximately 60 people attended the event which included interactive tours with demonstrations showing visitors pathways to successful manufacturing careers and the educational programs and training that New Century Careers provides. During the open house, the organization was awarded two separate $10,000 grant checks from Kennemetal Foundation and the Gene Haas Foundation.
In early September, two members of Beaumont School's Robotics team traveled to Chicago to participate in the International Manufacturing Technology Show (IMTS). The IMTS is a bi-annual trade show—one of the largest in the world—where the latest technological advances are showcased alongside new manufacturing breakthroughs. Bill Padnos, the NTMA Director of Youth Engagement, invited us to represent the National Robotics League (NRL) and to present our robot, “Stobor,” at the NTMA/NRL booth. We were extremely excited to demo our bot for other attendees as well as discuss the program’s impact on our views of manufacturing.

We arrived from Cleveland on Sunday evening and enthusiastically explored the city. It was quite apparent that many guests at our hotel would also be attending IMTS. Our excitement heightened on Monday morning as we headed for the Hyatt McCormick Place. Upon arrival, we noted that IMTS was much larger than what we had expected. It hosted both big name companies and less recognizable ones. The atmosphere was one of high-energy and high-tech expertise.

Most of Monday was spent at the NRL and NTMA booth discussing our robotics experiences and showing off our bot to those in attendance. When the weapon fired up, its noise attracted many people to the booth. They were excited to watch—and some were lucky enough to drive—our bot as it destroyed several keyboards. In addition to demonstrating Stobor’s power, we also spent a few hours on Monday afternoon assembling an Armadillo kit bot. It took some major problem solving skills to assemble it without the necessary tools and in the absence of detailed directions, but we were able to completely build the wedge bot and successfully drive it.

Tuesday proved to be another exciting and highly-educational day. We eagerly explored many other showrooms at IMTS. Our teacher and mentor, Mrs. Santo, accompanied us to check out the Student Summit where Margaret had the opportunity to design, 3-D print, and then test a mini rocket. With great interest and concentration, Rosie learned how to operate heavy machinery with a remote control. Afterwards, we visited the 3-D printed car room to check out Strati, the 3-D printed all-electric car which was created at the 2014 IMTS. Our next planned adventure was to ride on Olli, the new driverless electric bus that is powered by an IBM Watson computer. Unfortunately for us, Olli was recharging its batteries or we would most definitely have taken a ride. In spite of that disappointment, we still successfully earned autonomous drivers’ licenses.

In the afternoon, we had the privilege of meeting and thanking the NTMA Executive Committee, discussing with them our RoboBots experiences and our plans for the future. We really enjoyed explaining how much we value our experiences with the NRL and pointing out our pride in the documentation skills we have learned. We now know how important documentation is in the manufacturing world. Our current motto is, “If it isn’t documented, it didn’t happen.” Additionally, we loved describing how we decided on a name for our past year’s bot, Stobor. Rosie explained how we reverse engineered the process through analyzing past competitions and previous bots’ successes and failures. Because of that experience of looking back, we named our robot Stobor, which is robots backwards.

The NRL and involved students depend on sponsors to continue these yearly competitions. Beaumont’s robotics team has been extremely fortunate to have been sponsored by Christopher Tool and Manufacturing for six years. Without their help, we would not have realized so much success. In addition to guiding us in the design, engineering, and manufacturing processes, our mentors have inspired us to consider careers in engineering and manufacturing. We would like to thank Mr. Patrick Christopher and our mentors, Joe Gerdes, Jim Colantuono, and Adam Lommler, for their guidance, encouragement, and generosity as we compete again this upcoming year.

At IMTS, our nametags said that we were Future Customers. Rosie and I look forward to that identity: attending as customers in future years. We are so thankful for the opportunity to be part of such an impressive international gathering of manufacturers. Now we are back in Cleveland, preparing to begin another year of designing and building a 15-pound combat robot for the National Robotics League Competition in the spring. With all the encouragement and support we have, we know our bot is bound for victory!
On Wednesday September 28, the second Manufacturing Advocacy Series was held at the Valley Forge Casino. This event presented by the Delaware Valley NTMA, in conjunction with the regional Manufacturing Alliances, is designed to exchange valuable information within our manufacturing community. A poll of attendees from Philadelphia and surrounding counties, Delaware and New Jersey, revealed that this event was both timely and effective.

The audience was first told of upcoming manufacturing events, and initiatives that were pertinent to them. There were also two featured speakers. The first speaker was Scott Schmidt, principal of the Black Line Group. Schmidt discussed how the recent enhancements made to the R&D Tax Credit will significantly allow more manufacturing companies to claim the credit starting in 2016. The second keynote speaker was Omar S. Nashashibi, who is a Founding Partner with The Franklin Partnership, a bipartisan lobbying firm based in Washington, D.C.. The NTMA retained Nashashibi’s firm to be the voice of the industry in Washington. Nashashibi gave a compelling (while entertaining) view of how the House of Representatives and the Senate are affecting change. He reviewed the stricter stance OSHA will be taking in the upcoming months, along with top House and Senate races. He shared his insights on the presidential election, while summing everything up with what it means to manufacturing.

“I WANT TO THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR INVITING ME TO THE MEETING YESTERDAY. IT WAS VERY BENEFICIAL WITH LOADS OF INFORMATION TO HELP OUR BUSINESS. …THIS WAS VERY HELPFUL AND I MADE MANY CONTACTS FOR THE FUTURE.”

Richard Hurst, XL Precision Technologies, Inc

The response was so positive from the first two events of the Manufacturing Advocacy Series, that this event is now slated to be held twice annually. The next Manufacturing Advocacy Series will be held in the spring of 2017.

RESHORING: THE TREND FROM GLOBALIZATION TO LOCALIZATION

By Harry Moser, president at Reshoring Initiative
Reproduced with kind permission from Industry Today www.industrytoday.com

OVERVIEW

From the manufacturing employment low of February 2010 through the second quarter of 2016, more than 265,000 manufacturing jobs have been brought from offshore, about 30 percent of the growth in manufacturing jobs in that period. The annual count was off 6 percent from 2014 due to recently stronger headwinds such as: a very strong dollar; low oil prices and shipping rates; and most competitor countries having weaker economies than the U.S.

Recently, FDI has been stronger than reshoring. Both trends are based on the logic of producing in the local market, generally known as localization. One reason FDI has a higher number of jobs is definitional. If a U.S. company, e.g. GM, expands production in the U.S., we consider it expansion due to market growth, and we do not count it as reshoring unless the jobs were specifically brought from offshore. However, we count all job increases by foreign companies (Toyota, for example). Also, foreign companies, especially the Japanese, appear...
Mazak’s full 5-axis VC-500A/5X Vertical Machining Center accurately processes small complex parts. The machine’s robust, high-performance spindle powers through all common materials — from steel and aluminum to cast iron. The 60-tool capacity magazine and automatic tool changer deliver rapid part setups and diminish non-cut times.
to have a better understanding of the lean benefits of local sourcing.

For the second year in a row the number of jobs returning to the U.S. equaled or slightly exceeded the number of jobs leaving. By comparison, in 2000-2007 the United States lost, net, about 220,000 manufacturing jobs per year to offshoring. The steady decrease in the net number of jobs lost per year, from 220,000 to zero, is consistent with the Labor Department’s job statistics. Manufacturing employment as of December 31, 2015 is about 2.3 million higher than a regression curve from 1997, the beginning of the greatest offshoring surge, to 2009, the beginning of the reshoring surge, would forecast. Clearly we are offshoring less and reshoring more. **MAJOR DRIVERS OF RESHORING SUCCESS**

Of particular interest are the reasons companies give for reshoring and FDI. Government incentives, proximity to customers, and skilled workforce topped the list in 2015 for positive reasons to bring work here. At the same time, companies cited lower quality, supply interruption (this category had the largest increase from 2014, perhaps due to the west coast dock labor dispute), high freight costs and delivery as leading problems offshore. Cumulatively since 2010, rising offshore wages and total cost have been the major drivers of reshoring decisions.

Structural tailwinds for reshoring include: ongoing wage increases in China and Vietnam; automation; and increasing consumer preference for Made in USA. Skilled workforce in the U.S. is improving, with credentials awarded by NIMS and MSSC rising 10 to 15 percent per year for the last decade.

The top three regions from which jobs are coming to the U.S. are Asia (primarily reshoring), Western Europe (primarily FDI), and North America (Canada and Mexico). Work moving from Asia to Mexico (near shoring) is another sourcing shift that is gaining strength, and is also a positive for U.S. manufacturers. Exports from Mexico have about 40 percent U.S. content vs. 5 percent for Chinese exports. The trend to shift jobs from offshore remained strongest in the Southeast and Texas, but in 2015 the West displaced the Midwest to hold second place. Cumulatively and in 2015, the strongest reshoring industry is Transportation Equipment, followed by Electrical Equipment and Appliances. Apparel is seeing the largest growth by percentage of company cases. About 60 percent of all reshoring cases are from China. Walmart is having the biggest corporate impact on reshoring, via their $250 billion commitment to supply more Made in USA products.

The logic of reshoring and local sourcing applies to all countries, but countries that offshored more will have greater opportunities in reshoring. Other countries that are effectively focusing on reshoring include the UK, Canada, Netherlands, Australia, France, Italy, South Africa, Japan and Korea. Most of the reshoring in Europe is from Eastern Europe, which fills much of the role that Mexico and China do for the U.S. China has actually begun offshoring more work, but it is also focused on protecting and supplying its home market. **IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE U.S. RESHORING**

Having brought back hundreds of thousands of manufacturing jobs despite the existing headwinds demonstrates that it is feasible for the U.S. to bring back mill-
Are your job advertisements attracting veterans? If they aren’t, you’re not alone. In a national survey by the nonprofit Center For America, 57 percent of employer respondents indicated that their job advertisements are not attracting veterans.

There are many effective nonprofits, state agencies and military employment transition organizations in your area which may be able to assist in your search for the right candidate. Be sure to share information about your open positions with these groups. You can also market directly to veterans. Many vets conduct internet research. Perhaps you can add a link to your job posting or description that outlines what makes this particular position and your company attractive to veterans. Some military-friendly attributes may include: future career growth supported by training or in-house mentoring, an emphasis on teamwork, and your commitment to diversity. Since veterans are accustomed to the transparency and clarity on these topics in the military, the more specific you can be, the better.

However, when it comes to connecting with vets, other veterans may be your best solution. Veterans want to help other veterans find good full-time jobs. Most veterans maintain close contact with other veterans through a wide range of organizations and events. They know friends and acquaintances who are looking for good jobs. They also have good instincts about who in their network would have an interest in a particular job as well as the skills and experience necessary.

Use your veteran contacts to connect with vets on a personal level—never underestimate your own networking potential with the veteran community. You have an advantage over all other sources—a strong understanding of your requirements and company culture.

Tapping into your local veteran network isn’t hard. Start by identifying veterans among your employees, your retirees and your suppliers. Share a written description of the job and the qualifications you’d like to fill. Then, simply ask for their assistance. They can pass this along to their vet contacts and get the word out.

Developing a word-of-mouth network works most effectively when your veteran contacts understand why your jobs and your company are a good fit for people with a military background. Equip your contacts to confidently advocate for your company with other veterans. Veterans making a transition to a civilian job may know little about your industries and less about specific companies.

The time you spend developing a word-of-mouth network among veterans will have cumulative benefits over the coming months and years. The more your veteran contacts learn about you and your company, the more they will want to recommend candidates to you. The more you learn about veterans, the more effectively you can gain their interest. Your veteran network can also provide feedback about your job postings and provide valuable input as you reach out to the vet community.

Developing your veteran network is also budget friendly. Veterans who informally help you with open jobs are not looking for fees. They simply want to be confident that your intentions are honorable and that your company is offering good jobs. Some veterans may invite you to attend a meeting or event their veterans’ organization is planning. This is a great opportunity to make many friends and learn a lot about how veterans view your company and the jobs it offers.

Tapping into the veteran network can also be very efficient. We know one owner of a small firm who needed to hire several employees. She wanted to find people who could do the work, but also put a high premium on people who work well on teams. The owner did not have a lot of time or patience to devote to recruiting new people. She went to one of her most reliable managers who she knew served in an Army Reserve unit and asked him to reach out to others in his Reserve unit. The manager asked her to give him a description of the position to take to the next meeting of his Reserve unit. He passed out copies of the description at the meeting and spoke to a few people. By the end of the weekend, the manager had identified several people who were interested in talking to his firm.

A veteran network is a win-win strategy. You communicate to your organization stakeholders that you value their qualities associated with military service and you create a new pipeline of potential military candidates.

Bob Dorigo Jones is a Senior Fellow at Center for America. Visit www.CenterForAmerica.org to access free employer guides, webinars and presentations with practical tips for hiring veterans, National Guard members and reservists, and learn how you can benefit from the American Jobs for America’s Heroes campaign. Bob@CenterForAmerica.org
G-series Precision at the highest level

A promising future with the G-series

GROB 5-axis universal machining centers stand out thanks to their absolute precision and reliability in the automotive, aerospace, medical and mechanical engineering as well as tool and mold industries. The proven 5-axis simultaneous technology with horizontal spindle position enables you to machine parts of various sizes and materials in a flexible and failure-free way while offering maximum stability of the machine. Fast chip-to-chip times and the innovative further development of our spindle technology guarantee a high economic efficiency and productivity.

The GROB G-series – for the most versatile machining possibilities.

GROB SYSTEMS, INC.
Bluffton, Ohio, USA
www.grobgroup.com
info@us.grobgroup.com
FUN WITH A PURPOSE: TWO CHAPTERS RAISE MONEY FOR MANUFACTURING EDUCATION

INDIANA CHAPTER
Submitted by Alice Overton
Chapter Executive, INTMA

On Wednesday, September 21, 2016 the Indiana Chapter of NTMA held their Annual INTMA Golf Outing as a fund raiser for the INTMA Scholarship and Education Foundation. We are pleased to report over $25,000 was raised to benefit INTMA 2017 Scholarships and Education Events to promote the Machining Industry.

There were 64 golfers enjoying a beautiful Indiana day and at the same time supporting the INTMA and their efforts to train the workforce.

We appreciate all of the sponsorships including Federated Insurance, Dinner Sponsor, $2,500 contribution. Major Tool & Machine, Inc. and Overton Industries donated $1,000 each and many $250 hole sponsorships and donations. Thanks to Boyer Machine & Tool Co. for contributing 4 Pacer Tickets to the raffle. Jeff Haggard of Haggard & Stocking established a new contest, Jump Drive Blind Raffle game. The contest not only provided advertising for all of our associate sponsors, but also offered a Grand Prize Kennedy Tool Box to one lucky winner donated by Haggard & Stocking. Other contests included the marshmallow drive, closest to the bucket, and a Mr. Potato Head prizes for last place. Fun was had by all!

MANY THANKS TO THE MAJOR EVENT SPONSORS HURCO AND HAAS

NORTHERN UTAH CHAPTER
Submitted by Maddie Dahl
Chapter Executive, NUNTMA

The NUNTMA held a golf tournament to spread awareness about their chapter, and their Apprenticeship Program, Machine Utah. Green fees were waived for all shop owners and an employee from every CNC Machine Shop in Utah. In total, 105 golfers attended the tournament at Stonebridge Golf Club, in West Valley, Utah.

THE NUNTMA WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND A SPECIAL THANKS TO THE PLATINUM SPONSORS, NEW WEST AND MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY.

Left: INTMA President David Weyreter and Cory Miller
Below: INTMA President David Weyreter and Tim Taylor
Jeff Haggard, Haggard & Stocking
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REALIZING AVERAGE PERFORMANCE AND ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE

BY MICHAEL CANTY, BUSINESS UNIT DIRECTOR FOR SYNERGY RESOURCES BUSINESS PERFORMANCE SOLUTIONS GROUP

Discrete manufacturers face constant pressure to deliver a quality product on time, every time. Economic fluctuations, compliance mandates, skilled labor shortages, and the ever increasing costs of operation are only a few of the complexities manufacturers face every day.

Commonly it is found that owners and senior executives of small to mid-size manufacturers achieving higher levels of process consistency and operational excellence share the following characteristics:

1. They have developed a business blueprint, or what most call a strategic business plan.

2. They have a clearly defined organizational structure that is shared with and known to all employees.

3. They have developed operational support systems combining the benefits of Lean and the power of ERP. The objective of these systems is to support and make efficient all the activities of the organization.

4. They have established training and job enrichment programs as well as incentive compensation plans that are designed to encourage each associate to improve and contribute.

5. They reward performance by rewarding those who consistently contribute to continuous improvement and positive results. Most importantly, it also disciplines those who deviate from acceptable behavior. Positions, tasks, duties and responsibilities are defined and communicated and performance is routinely measured.

SETTING THE FOUNDATION IN PLACE

A strategic business plan clearly describes the business concept, the business mission and the owner’s or company’s philosophy of business. This document also sets forth personal and corporate goals with specific timelines and the recommended strategies to achieve them.

The organizational structure must include all the company’s policies and procedures as well as the positions, tasks, duties and responsibilities of the employees. This should be designed to encourage all employees to perform to their utmost capabilities and carefully communicated throughout the company at regular intervals.

A SEAMLESS COLLABORATION

The operational support system has a significant impact on how training and job enrichment programs, as well as the performance reward programs are structured. Well structured, they also relieve management of many day-to-day routine activities, giving owners more time to be strategic thinkers.

As Lean thinking has evolved and the concepts broadened, Lean advocates have come to recognize that Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Lean work together very well – each supporting and enabling the most important objectives of the other. Likewise, leaders in ERP technology development today advise enterprises to recognize the fact that the manufacturing world is getting…Leaner.

In essence, Lean becomes the culture or behavior of the company and the ERP system become the central nervous system by which the company responds. With the ERP system carrying the definitions, the data, a record of the activities of the organization, and providing the measurement system for determining where opportunities for improvement lie – it also provides the measuring progress of efforts to know where to effectively apply Lean to further reduce and eliminate waste.

CAUTION - “DON’T GO-IT ALONE”

Reaching out to a trusted business improvement partner to realize your full potential has become a natural response for many small to mid-size manufacturing companies. Lean and ERP deployments alike require extensive system knowledge and strong change management skills to achieve success. Business improvement partners with expertise in both Lean and ERP will ensure conflict does not become a roadblock to achieving excellence.

About the author: Michael Canty is the Business Unit Director for Synergy Resources Business Performance Solutions group. Throughout his thirty plus years of service he has used his vast business knowledge and by applying various strategies, technologies, tools and methodologies, helped a large number of manufacturing companies develop and implement effective business strategies and processes leading to improved operational performance.
Search Machines Smarter.

Techspex is free to use and free to join.
What is Techspex?
Techspex is a machine tool search engine designed to help you identify new machine tools and machine tool accessories.

Why Use Techspex?
Techspex puts you in charge.
It's your job; you should control the search. Research and select machines using the criteria that matters most to you.

Techspex saves you time and money.
Quickly locate and compare the specific types of machines you need. Save and export searches. Request pricing. Contact suppliers directly.

Techspex is more than just machines.
Find tooling and workholding solutions, too. Thousands of machine and company showrooms complemented with related articles, videos and technical information.

Search smarter today at techspex.com
Think you can’t afford a Giddings & Lewis VTC or HBM? Think again!

Giddings & Lewis V Series
800 - 2500 mm tables

Giddings & Lewis T-Bed HBM
130 or 155 mm spindle

Very Affordable Prices
Without Compromising Quality
Fives Giddings & Lewis has a tradition of building rigid, accurate and reliable machine tools. The V Series and T-bed HBM carry on that tradition but at price levels that will appeal to every shop.
— Cast iron cross-braced construction
— Hydrostatics for added rigidity
— Flat floor installation

Proudly designed and built in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin

Financing Available
NO PAYMENTS for 5 months

Financing examples*:
Giddings & Lewis V 800
$8,710 / month (60 months) turning only
$11,185 / month (60 months) live spindle

Giddings & Lewis RT 130
$16,200 / month (60 months)

* Talk to a Fives representative for full financing details.
How would you rate your energy utility company’s customer service? Have you ever called your utility company, or visited its website? A survey conducted by the Energy Research Council found that 30 percent of electricity consumers have experienced electricity billing problems. Billing errors, unauthorized changes to service, and opening or closing locations are just a few occurrences that cause customers to seek support.

Whether you procure energy from a utility company or from a retail supplier, or you trust an energy advisor to manage your supplier selection, what should you expect from customer service regarding your energy supply and consumption?

BILLING ACCURACY
Customer service should verify bill accuracy and resolve billing errors and credit issues. A reliable customer service team can provide a courtesy evaluation of your most recent bill and help define each line item, including capacity charges and additional fees.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROJECTS
Expect your customer service representative to evaluate utility programs and regulatory policies to identify opportunities for reimbursements and financial incentives that save you money. Many state governments offer financial incentives for planning and completing efficiency measures. A dependable customer service team can recommend efficiency experts to provide an energy audit of your facility.

DEMAND RESPONSE
You can receive payment for agreeing to voluntarily reduce energy consumption during periods of peak demand on the grid. Your customer service team can manage your enrollment and participation in a demand response program.

SLAMMING PROTECTION
Slamming occurs when a misleading salesperson obtains your account information and terminates your supplier contract without your consent. If this happens to you, a dependable customer service representative would help you avoid early termination fees and reenroll dropped accounts without penalties or disruptions to your service. If you work with an energy advisor, longstanding relationships with suppliers should prompt many suppliers to notify your advisor when an account is dropped, often before you become aware.

ADD OR REMOVE METERS
If your operation moves, expands, or needs to add or remove a meter, your customer service team should work with your supplier to adjust your existing account on your behalf.

BUY OR SELL PROPERTY
If you buy or sell property that is under contract with a retail energy supplier, a customer service team should work with your supplier and buyer or seller to ensure a smooth transition.

ENERGY SALES TAX EXEMPTION
Most manufacturers qualify for energy sales tax exemption. A customer service team should determine if you qualify, and secure refunds at no cost to you. Reimbursement for past paid taxes are possible.

Customer service excellence
Since 2001, NTMA has endorsed consulting firm APPI Energy to interact on your behalf with utilities and suppliers to ensure smooth transactions. In 2015, APPI Energy resolved 747 customer service cases, including account changes, billing needs, and customer requests. The APPI Energy customer service team is available to provide courtesy evaluations and support. Contact Tracy McMenamy, Customer Service Manager, at 667-330-1157.
AN INVITATION FROM THE NTMA

Meet us at the Sonesta Bee Cave Hotel!

Networking  Team Building  Strategy
Culture  Member Engagement  Chapter Management

What: NTMA Chapter Leadership Summit
When: February 19th-21st, 2017
Where: Austin, TX
Who: Chapter Presidents, Trustees & Chapter Executives

*Free Registration and Hotel for First 50 Registrants*